
Natural Wedding Decoration
Instructions No. 2769
 Difficulty: Beginner

Are you planning a wedding and still looking for an atmospheric yet simple decoration? We can help you with our
inspirations. In addition to homemade place cards and small favours, we also show you a natural decoration in the shape of
a heart. Everything was designed with natural elements such as dried flowers or wood.

DIY Place Cards

To assign a place to each guest, place cards with the name on them can be very helpful. 

Our place cards were designed very simply: provide the gift tags with the names of the wedding guests. Tip: Instead of writing the names on the tags by hand,
you can print them out on your PC and transfer them to the tags using graphite paper.

Use a little craft glue to stick on the scatter hearts.

Remove the eucalyptus leaves from the stem and glue two leaves onto each
birch disc. Glue the tags with names onto the discs. Complete the whole
thing with small self-tied bows made from the jute cord.

Wedding favours

Small wedding favours are intended to show appreciation to the guests. In addition, the small gifts can be wonderfully integrated into the table decoration. 

In our example, we have filled small organza bags with wedding almonds. To do this, cut out tags from kraft paper. We cut them to a size of 3.5 x 7 cm. Punch



a hole in the top with a hole punch. 

Apply white stamping ink to the wooden stamp and press it onto the centre of the tag. Important: Clean the wooden stamp with stamp cleaner afterwards. 

To recreate the look of the place cards, glue the eucalyptus leaves and the scattered heart pieces onto the tags with a little craft glue. When dry, cut a piece of
the jute cord and pull it through the hole. 

Fill the organza bags with five wedding almonds each. This is a nice custom as these almonds symbolise the 5 wishes addressed to the bride and groom:
Health, Happiness, Wealth, Fertility and Long Life.
Close the little bag and attach the self-made pendant. 

Metal ring heart

To complete the wedding decoration, other coordinating decorative elements can be created. 

In our example, we have decorated a simple metal heart with various dried flowers. To do this, tie the eucalyptus to the metal heart with sewing thread. Trim
the langurus and hillflower with scissors and fix the flowers between the eucalyptus leaves with hot glue. 

Attach satin ribbon to the heart and finally place the scatter pieces "Magnet with heart" in the desired places.

Article number Article name Qty
17763 Gütermann Maraflex, No. 120, for highly elastic seams000 Black 1
14087 Satin ribbon "Uni", 3 mmWhite 1
132442-30 VBS Cutting mat "Hobby"30 x 22 x 0,3 cm 1
13457 Lagurus 1
16601 HillflowerNature 1
16779 Scatter decoration "Heart with magnet" 1
19619 Metal ring "Heart", White27,5 x 30 cm 1
133050 VBS Hole puncher 1
542791 Stamp cleaner, 56ml 1
18449 VBS Gift tag set "Trend" 1
719230 Ink Pads "Versa Magic", white 1
54423808 Wooden stamp "Nice of you to celebrate with us today" 1
418331-01 VBS Organza bags "11,5 x 15 cm", 100 piecesWhite 1
705875 Carbonless copy paper, yellow 1
762717 Sakura Gelly Roll 1
18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1
13988 Jute cord "Basic"Brown 1
18030 VBS Scatter decoration "Witney", heart, 312 pieces 1
15459 Eucalyptus Cinerea prepared 1
618984 VBS Birch discs, 10 pieces 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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